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SUMMARY

Obesity is a clinical problem and an important adaptation in many species. Hibernating mammals, 

for example, become obese, insulin resistant, and hyperinsulinemic to store fat. Here, we combine 

comparative phylogenomics with large-scale human genome data to uncover candidate cis 
elements and genetic circuits in different cell types. The Fat Mass and Obesity (FTO) locus, the 

strongest genetic risk factor for human obesity, is an enriched site for hibernator pARs. Our results 

uncover noncoding cis elements with putative roles in obesity and hibernation.
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In Brief

Obesity is a clinical problem but also an important adaptation in hibernators. By using 

comparative genomics approaches to analyze the genomes of hibernators from different clades and 

contrasting the results with human obesity risk loci, Ferris and Gregg found 364 conserved cis 
elements with putative roles in regulating obesity and hibernation.

INTRODUCTION

Obesity is a worldwide epidemic and influences risks for a range of different human 

diseases, including type II diabetes, age-related dementia, cardiovascular disease, and cancer 

(Hruby and Hu, 2015; Mazon et al., 2017; Procaccini et al., 2016). Thus, there is major 

interest in defining the mechanisms involved. The factors influencing obesity risks are 

complex and include genetic risk factors. Previous large-scale human genome-wide 

association studies (GWASs) uncovered ~250 genomic loci and 123 genes significantly 

associated with human BMI variance and obesity susceptibility (Ghosh and Bouchard, 2017; 

Locke et al., 2015; Turcot et al., 2018). The strongest obesity susceptibility locus is the Fat 
Mass and Obesity (FTO) gene locus (Dina et al., 2007; Frayling et al., 2007; Loos and Yeo, 

2014; Yang et al., 2017). Variants of the FTO locus promoting obesity are noncoding and 

affect long-range regulatory interactions between cis-regulatory elements and genes in the 

FTO region, including IRX3 and IRX5 (Claussnitzer et al., 2015a; Landgraf et al., 2016; 

Smemo et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2017). Investigating noncoding cis-regulatory mechanisms 
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can help us understand the basis of obesity. We uncover candidate cis-regulatory elements 

and genetic circuits for controlling mammalian obesogenic phenotypes.

We recently demonstrated that comparative, genome-wide analyses of accelerated evolution 

in species with highly distinctive and clinically relevant phenotypes can reveal candidate 

regulatory elements controlling those phenotypes (Ferris et al., 2018). Our approach 

uncovered candidate cis-regulatory elements for various phenotypes, such as cancer and 

mutation resistance from accelerated regions (ARs) in the elephant (Ferris et al., 2018). ARs 

are best known from studies of human ARs and are evolutionarily conserved elements with 

significantly increased nucleotide substitution rates due to the effects of positive selection, 

relaxed purifying selection, or GC-biased gene conversion in a particular lineage (Hubisz 

and Pollard, 2014; Kostka et al., 2012; Pollard et al., 2010). Elements exhibiting accelerated 

evolution in a particular lineage are proposed to have roles in shaping the unique traits of 

that lineage (Bird et al., 2007; Booker et al., 2016; Boyd et al., 2015; Capra et al., 2013; 

Eckalbaret al., 2016; Hubisz et al., 2011; Kim and Pritchard, 2007; Lindblad-Toh et al., 

2011; Pollard et al., 2006a, 2006b, 2010; Prabhakar et al., 2006). Indeed, individual 

regulatory elements can have important phenotypic effects. For example, changes to 

regulatory elements contributed to the loss of limbs in snakes and penile spines in humans 

(Kvon et al., 2016; McLean et al., 2011). Here, we attempt to uncover candidate cis-

regulatory elements and genetic circuits in the mammalian genome that regulate obesity by 

comparing genome-wide patterns of accelerated evolution in hibernating mammals.

Hibernator ARs could reveal important cis-regulatory elements controlling obesity-related 

phenotypes because hibernators evolved distinctive behavioral and physiological 

adaptations, including seasonal regulation of feeding behavior, metabolic activity, and 

adiposity (Dark, 2005; Martin, 2008). In the autumn season, obligate hibernators increase 

their body mass by 30%–50% (Dark, 2005; Hohn and Marshall, 1966; Kunz et al., 1998; 

Martin, 2008). Hibernators become obese, insulin resistant, and hyperinsulinemic, exhibiting 

some phenotypic similarities to human metabolic syndrome (Dark, 2005; Martin, 2008). 

However, unlike human metabolic syndrome, obesity in hibernators is not associated with 

chronic hypertension or inflammation and insulin resistance is reversible (Dark, 2005; 

Martin, 2008). Elucidating the mechanisms involved could improve understanding and 

potentially treatment of human metabolic diseases, including obesity and type II diabetes 

(Bouma et al., 2010; Carey et al., 2003; Cooper et al., 2014; Geiser, 2004; Jani et al., 2013; 

Martin, 2008).

Hibernation has arisen independently in different species across at least 7 orders of 

mammals, ranging from monotremes to primates (Geiser, 1998). The repeated appearance of 

hibernation across different lineages suggests the genes involved are present in both 

hibernators and non-hibernators and the phenotypic differences may be explained by 

regulatory changes (Srere et al., 1992; Villanueva-Cañas et al., 2014). Indeed, epigenetic 

changes are associated with the different seasonal phases of hibernation (Alvarado et al., 

2015; Morin and Storey, 2009). However, cis-regulatory elements that control hibernation 

phenotypes are not well understood. Hibernation could have arisen in different lineages 

through parallel evolution, in which the same cis-regulatory elements changed independently 

to promote a similar phenotype. Alternatively, different lineages could have converged on a 
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similar hibernation phenotype through different regulatory elements and/or parallel 

evolutionary effects at gene or pathway levels. Here, we test the hypothesis that the 

development of hibernation involved parallel changes to mammalian cis-regulatory elements 

conserved in non-hibernators and linked to obesity control genes. Our findings provide 

foundations to functionally dissect the noncoding regulatory mechanisms controlling obesity 

and hibernation.

RESULTS

Hibernators Display Accelerated Evolution due to Selection in Genomic Elements 
Conserved across Nonhibernating Homeothermic Mammals

In order to investigate potential adaptive changes in hibernators in discrete cis-regulatory 

elements of clinical significance, we tested whether hibernators exhibit accelerated evolution 

due to selective effects in elements conserved across non-hibernating mammals. 

Additionally, to understand the unique properties of these elements, we compared ARs in 

hibernating versus non-hibernating, homeothermic mammals. We first investigated the 

obligate hibernators available in the mm10 60-way University of California at Santa Cruz 

(UCSC) multiple genome alignment file and found data for hibernators from different clades 

that evolved hibernation independently (Figure 1A; Table S1).We found genome alignments 

for the 13-lined ground squirrel (squirrel; Ruf and Geiser, 2015) and little brown bat 

(microbat; Geiser and Stawski, 2011), extreme, obligate hibernators from the laurasiatheria 
and euarchontoglires clades, respectively. Both species are hyperphagic in the fall and 

become obese and insulin resistant prior to entering long periods of torpor in the winter. In 

addition, we identified the grey mouse lemur (mouse lemur), a primate lineage exhibiting 

weight gain and hibernation. This phenomenon is predominantly observed in females, 

though both sexes are capable of prolonged bouts of torpor (Schmid, 1999,2000; Schmid 

and Ganzhorn, 2009). Finally, the lesser hedgehog tenrec, which can exhibit weight gain 

followed by multi-day hibernation, was included (Lovegrove et al., 2014). The microbat and 

squirrel evolved hibernation to survive winter months (Carey et al., 2003), while mouse 

lemurs and tenrecs evolved hibernation to survive cool, dry seasons in Madagascar (Schmid, 

2000; Schmid and Ganzhorn, 2009). These four lineages are separated by 85–102 Ma 

(Hedges et al., 2015) and evolved hibernation independently (Ruf and Geiser, 2015).

To find ARs in these hibernating species, we identified 537,189 50-bp genomic regions of 

the mammalian genome (1) conserved across non-hibernating, homeothermic mammals 

ranging from humans to marsupials and (2) present in the four hibernators (Figure 1A; Table 

S1). We tested these regions for significant accelerated evolution in the hibernators 

individually using methods previously described (Ferris et al., 2018; Hubisz and Pollard, 

2014; Pollard et al., 2010). We found 17,228 microbat, 5,119 squirrel, 7,661 mouse lemur, 

and 17,917 tenrec significant ARs (false discovery rate [FDR] 10%; Figure 1B; see numbers 

in brackets). We then tested whether these ARs are best explained by adaptive effects 

(positive selection or relaxed purifying selection) or GC-biased gene conversion, as 

previously described (Ferris et al., 2018; Kostka et al., 2012). Nucleotide substitution 

patterns in the ARs from each hibernator are best explained by adaptive effects due to 

selection; the adaptive model has a greater log-likelihood (log likelihood adaptive model – 
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log likelihood GC-biased conversion model; Figure 1C; likelihood ratio test; see STAR 

Methods). Therefore, in genomic elements conserved across non-hibernating, homeothermic 

mammals, the hibernators exhibit significant accelerated evolution due to selection effects, 

indicating elements important for their adaptive traits.

We sought to compare hibernator ARs with regions accelerated in non-hibernating 

mammals. We identified seven homeothermic mammals in the 60-way alignment from the 

same clades as the hibernators that do not exhibit daily torpor and have genome sequence 

depth and quality scores similar to the hibernators (Figure S1A). We defined a background 

of conserved genomic elements in non-hibernating mammalian species to identify 

significant non-hibernator ARs, as performed for hibernators (Figures 1A and S1A). In a set 

of control analyses, we determined that the number of ARs found in each species is not 

significantly related to genome assembly quality (N50 score; Figure S1C). The total number 

of ARs is more strongly linked to the distance to the most closely related background 

species (Figure S1D). The majority of the ARs found in the eleven species profiled are 

noncoding (66.7%), revealing candidate cis-regulatory elements that changed to shape the 

unique phenotypes in each lineage (Figures 1D and S1B).

Discovery of Parallel Accelerated Regions in Distantly Related Hibernators

The development of altered obesity, metabolism, and hibernation phenotypes in the squirrel, 

microbat, tenrec, and lemur could have involved independent changes in parallel to 

conserved cis-regulatory elements with important roles in controlling these phenotypes—

which we refer to as parallel accelerated regions (pARs). To test this, we asked whether two 

or more species possess significantly more shared ARs then expected by chance and 

computed the number of shared ARs for all 55 possible hibernator and non-hibernator 

species pairings (Figure 2A). For each species pairing, we tested whether the number of 

shared ARs is greater than expected by chance using a hypergeometric test and corrected for 

multiple testing errors using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. All hibernator:hibernator 

(hib:hib) species pairings are statistically significant, and the two extreme hibernators in our 

study, the microbat and squirrel, show the most significant enrichment effect (Figure 2B) 

despite the fact that the squirrel and lemur are more closely related (Figure 1B), suggesting 

the shared ARs reveal biology for shared traits rather than evolutionary relatedness. In 

contrast, we found only 52% of the non-hibernator species pairings and 46% hibernator:non-

hibernator pairings have significantly shared ARs (Figure 2A). Our results reveal significant 

AR overlap in distant hibernating mammals.

We further investigated the nature of these parallel effects at the level of two-way and three-

way species overlaps. All of the three-way hibernator intersections yield more pARs than 

expected by chance compared to only 5 of the 35 (14%) non-hibernator three-way 

intersections (Figure S2). We tested whether hibernators have significantly more two-way 

and/or three-way pARs compared to non-hibernators after controlling for the evolutionary 

distance between the species. We used generalized linear modeling to test whether the 

number of pARs for the two-way (Figure 2C) or three-way (Figure 2D) species intersections 

is significantly explained by a main effect of the species class (hibernators versus non-

hibernators) by comparing to a nested model with the main effects for the number of pARs 
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expected for each species combination and the mean evolutionary distance between the 

species (4D neutral model). The number of pARs is significantly related to hibernation 

status for two-way (p = 0.04; likelihood ratio test; quasipoisson distribution) and three-way 

(p = 0.03) pARs (Figures 2C and 2D), indicating a significantly higher degree of AR overlap 

between hibernators as compared to non-hibernators. An example triplet hibernator pAR is 

shown in Figure 2E. We summarized the number of hibernator pARs uncovered from each 

two-way and three-way species intersection in a flower plot (Figure 2B). We did not observe 

four-way species hibernator pARs (Figure 2B) but uncover four-way parallel changes at the 

level of regulatory protein binding site motifs below (and see Discussion). In conclusion, 

pARs in distant hibernators (Table S2) suggest candidate cis-regulatory elements that shape 

hibernation-related phenotypes, such as changes to obesity regulation.

Hibernator pARs Are Disproportionately Located Near Known Obesity Susceptibility Loci 
and Reveal Candidate Obesity Regulating Cis Elements

Hibernators evolved pronounced changes to the regulation of obesity and metabolic activity 

compared to non-hibernators (Martin, 2008). We hypothesized that hibernator pARs reveal 

cis-regulatory elements in the genome for controlling obesogenic phenotypes. To test this 

hypothesis, we first defined hibernator pARs as all elements exhibiting accelerated evolution 

in 2 or more of the four hibernators. These criteria revealed 2,407 hibernator pARs in the 

genome, of which 30.7% are coding and 69.3% are noncoding (Figure 3A). For comparison 

studies below, we also identified hibernator ARs that are not parallel (Figure 3B) and non-

hibernator pARs, which constitute 2,283 elements identified in 2 or more of the seven non-

hibernators (Figure 3A). Similar to hibernator pARs, we found that 33.1% and 66.9% of 

non-hibernator pARs are coding and noncoding, respectively (Figure 3A). Our approach 

therefore yielded similar total numbers of hibernator and non-hibernator pARs. From the 

perspective of hibernation, our methodology is conservative because non-hibernator ARs 

have a greater chance of being categorized as parallel in two or more of seven species 

compared to hibernator pARs, which are found in two or more of four species. We assigned 

hibernator and non-hibernator pARs to genes based on proximity using the GREAT 

algorithm (McLean et al., 2010; Table S2). The results suggest 1,919 genes that may be 

linked to hibernator pARs.

To determine whether hibernator pARs reveal candidate cis-regulatory elements for 

controlling obesity, we tested whether they are disproportionately located near genes known 

to influence human obesity susceptibility. Large-scale GWASs of human adult (Ghosh and 

Bouchard, 2017; Locke et al., 2015; Turcot et al., 2018) and childhood BMI (Felix et al., 

2016) and body fat percentage (Lu et al., 2016) previously identified obesity risk genes. An 

analysis of these genome-wide significant SNPs using the data-driven expression-prioritized 

integration for complex traits (DEPICT) tool identified 123 obesity GWA genes (Ghosh and 

Bouchard, 2017; Turcot etal., 2018; Table S3). However, the cis elements controlling obesity 

are not well defined. We found that hibernator pARs are significantly enriched in conserved 

regions proximal to obesity GWA genes compared to randomly sampled conserved regions 

of similar size and GC content (p = 0.0002; Figures S3A and S3B). We then tested whether 

hibernator pARs are statistically enriched near obesity GWA genes compared to non-parallel 

hibernator ARs. The results show that hibernator AR associations with obesity genes depend 
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significantly on whether or not the ARs are parallel (p = 4.1 × 10−4; chi-square test of 

independence; Figure 3C). A mosaic plot of the data and the Pearson residuals reveals the 

hibernator pARs are positively associated with obesity GWA genes (blue, Figure 3C). We 

next tested whether the enrichment is characteristic of hibernator pARs compared to non-

hibernator pARs (Figure 3D). Indeed, hibernator pARs are disproportionately near obesity 

GWA genes (Figure 3D; p = 6.5 × 10−7). We conclude that hibernator pARs enrich for 

candidate cis-regulatory elements for controlling obesity and identified 364 candidate 

elements in the mammalian genome (Table S3).

To further test our hypothesis and potentially uncover a more comprehensive set of cis-

regulatory elements for controlling obesogenic phenotypes, we used published transcriptome 

data of genes differentially expressed in the hypothalamus of Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS) 

patients compared to age-matched controls (Bochukova et al., 2018). PWS is a genetic 

obesity syndrome characterized in part by hyperphagia and childhood morbid obesity 

(Bochukova et al., 2018; Cassidy and Driscoll, 2009). Genes differentially expressed in the 

hypothalamus of PWS patients (PWS DE genes) are expected to have roles in regulating 

feeding behavior, the neuroendocrine system, and body weight (Bochukova et al., 2018). We 

tested whether hibernator pARs are disproportionately enriched near PWS DE genes. 

Hibernator pARs are significantly enriched in non-hibernator conserved regions proximal to 

PWS DE genes compared to randomly sampled conserved regions (p = 0.013; Figure S3C). 

Moreover, hibernator pARs are significantly positively associated with PWS DE genes 

compared to ARs that are not parallel in hibernators (Figure 3E; p = 9.2 × 10−5) and 

compared to non-hibernator pARs (Figure 3F; p = 7.6 × 10−5). Given that changes to 

feeding, weight gain, and metabolic activity are distinctive attributes of hibernators, our 

findings support the conclusions that hibernator pARs reveal mechanisms for hibernation 

and candidate cis-regulatory elements for controlling obesogenic phenotypes. By 

aggregating the hibernator pARs located at BMI-linked obesity loci with those near PWS 

DE genes, we identified 456 genomic elements, including 364 candidate cis-regulatory 

elements for controlling obesogenic phenotypes (Figure 3G). These elements are near to 114 

obesity susceptibility genes, including 65 obesity GWA genes, 51 PWS DE genes, and 1 

obesity/PWS DE gene (Table S3).

Hibernator pARs Are Disproportionately Enriched in Specific Topologically Associated 
Domains (TADs) in the Mammalian Genome, and the FTO-IRX3-IRX5 Gene Locus Is a 
Primary Enrichment Site

The genome is organized into spatially restricted, TADs that delineate blocks of genes with 

coordinated regulation and cis-regulatory elements that functionally interact (Acemel et al., 

2017). Regulatory interactions between different TADs are generally inhibited. We 

previously found that ARs from different species cluster at different sites in the mammalian 

genome, which can indicate important candidate loci for shaping traits unique to a species 

(Ferris et al., 2018). Here, we asked whether hibernator pARs are enriched in specific TADs 

in the genome. Using the coordinates for 1,817 known mouse TADs (Dixon et al., 2012), we 

counted the pARs in each TAD (Table S4). For each TAD, we performed a chi-square test on 

the counts of hibernator versus non-hibernator pARs to determine whether a given TAD 

harbors significantly more hibernator or non-hibernator pARs. False positives due to 
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multiple testing of different TADs were controlled using the q-value approach (Storey, 

2002). We found 11 TADs significantly enriched for hibernator pARs (Figure 4A; q < 0.05), 

revealing TADs in the mammalian genome with predicted roles in the development of 

hibernation.

Among the top 5 TADs enriched for hibernator pARs, we identified the TAD harboring the 

FTO locus (Figure 4A; Table S4), the strongest genetic risk factor for human obesity 

(Claussnitzer et al., 2015a; Meyre et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2017). The TAD encompassing 

FTO extends from RPGRIP1L to IRX5 and harbors 38 hibernator pARs but only 6 non-

hibernator pARs (Figure 4B), a 15-fold, significant enrichment effect (p = 6.1 × 10−6; chi-

square test). Given these previous findings and the changes to obesogenic phenotypes in 

hibernators, the hibernator pARs in the FTO TAD reveal conserved noncoding elements that 

may influence mammalian obesity. By comparing the locations of the human homologs of 

these hibernator pARs to available DNase sequencing (DNase-seq) data for different human 

tissues (chromatin immunoprecipitation [ChIP]-Atlas), we found many (39.5%) located in 

noncoding elements active in neural tissue (Figure 4B, blue track); pAR homologs are also 

active in adipose, muscle, and pancreas (Figure 4B). Two hibernator pARs are located in the 

first FTO intron, which harbors known noncoding obesity risk variants, including rs1421085 

and rs1558902 (Figure 4B, red track; Yang et al., 2017). Overall, the hibernator pARs in the 

FTO-IRX3-IRX5 TAD predominantly uncovered candidate regulatory elements with 

putative roles in the brain. The other TADs and conserved elements we identified as having 

putative roles in shaping hibernation-related phenotypes are presented as a resource in Table 

S4.

Hibernator pARs Change Conserved Regulatory Protein-Binding Site Motifs and Reveal 
Candidate Genetic Circuits Controlling Obesity

We do not know the functional effects of the changes within hibernator pARs. The changes 

could eliminate binding site motifs conserved across non-hibernators or add new binding 

sites not found in the non-hibernator sequence. Such changes may alter expression of 

neighboring genes or remodel genetic circuits involved in the development of hibernation-

related phenotypes. To begin to test this hypothesis, we collected available binding motif 

data and threshold data for 55 different known regulatory protein binding site motifs with 

threshold binding data available (Jolma et al., 2013). The threshold scores allow one to 

evaluate whether nucleotide changes are likely to disrupt a conserved motif or introduce a 

new motif (Dabrowski et al., 2015). We defined the motifs present in the conserved non-

hibernator background sequence for each of the 2,407 hibernator pARs, revealing 1,048 

motif sites for 29 different regulatory proteins (Table S5). These results identify upstream 

regulatory proteins putatively acting on the pAR elements in non-hibernators.

At each motif site, we calculated the binding score for the hibernator sequence. Motifs with 

scores below the binding threshold score were counted as lost. For example, a binding site 

motif for the transcription factor POUF2 is conserved in non-hibernators, ranging from 

guinea pig to elephant, but lost in all four hibernators (Figure S4A). We also identified 

motifs gained in 2 or more hibernators. For example, we uncovered an HNF4A binding site 

present in squirrel and microbat sequence but absent in non-hibernators (Figure S4B). We 
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uncovered all parallel lost and gained motifs in two or more hibernators within hibernator 

pARs. Conserved motifs were lost in parallel ~3x more frequently than new motifs were 

gained in parallel (Figure S4C).

Regulatory protein-binding sites in the genome create genetic circuits connecting regulatory 

proteins to the downstream networks of genes they regulate. These genetic circuits control 

the development of different phenotypes and shape physiological and behavioral responses 

to environmental signals. The motif changes caused by hibernator pARs for specific 

regulatory proteins open the possibility of defining candidate genetic circuits for controlling 

mammalian obesity and hibernation. To define these circuits, we focused on the 267 

hibernator pARs enriched near obesity GWA genes (Figure 3G), thereby defining a network 

of genes and potential cis-regulatory elements. For each cis element in this network, we 

identified the parallel lost and gained binding site motifs in the hibernators (Table S5). We 

found 19 regulatory proteins with motifs lost in 2 or more hibernators and 11 with motifs 

gained in 2 or more hibernators (Figure 5A). The largest number of motif changes occurred 

for the transcription factors Pou2f2 and Pou6f2 (Figure 5A). Interestingly, Pou6f2 is known 

to have important roles in regulating gene expression changes in response to increased BMI 

(Glastonbury et al., 2016). We next assembled genetic circuits for each regulatory protein. 

For example, the transcription factor Srf has four parallel lost motif sites in hibernator pARs 

near obesity susceptibility genes (Figure 5A). Candidate Srf-mediated genetic circuits for 

obesity connect Srf to obesity susceptibility genes on four different mouse chromosomes 

(Figure 5B). We found 110 candidate genetic circuits for obesity and hibernation with this 

approach (Table S5).

Different cell types and tissues have different metabolic rates and roles in shaping 

obesogenic phenotypes, and the activity of regulatory elements is often cell type dependent. 

We thus sought to refine our genetic circuits for specific tissues. To achieve this, we first 

compared the human genome coordinates of the 2,407 hibernator pARs to available DNase-

seq data for different human tissue and cell types using /n silico ChIP in the ChIP-Atlas. The 

results uncovered 22 cell classes with significant hibernator pAR homolog enrichments in 

DNase I hypersensitive sites compared to randomly sampled pARs (FDR < 5%; Figure 5C). 

These data show that neural tissue has the largest number of DNase-I-sensitive hibernator 

pAR homologs, suggesting many of these elements have functions in the brain (Figure 5C). 

Further data reveal subsets of hibernators pAR homologs with evidence of activity in other 

cell types, including adipose, pancreatic islets, different immune cells, skeletal muscle, and 

others (Figure 5C). We then refined candidate obesity circuits for specific tissues. For 

example, the genetic circuit for Srf was refined based on the DNase I sensitivity results to 

reveal a putative subcircuit for neural tissue (Figures 5B and 5D). The subcircuit indicates a 

Srf regulatory connection to a neural active hibernator pAR homolog near Irx3 and Irx5 in 

the Fto TAD on mouse chromosome 8 and to another near Tshz3 on chromosome 7 (Figure 

5D). Both Irx3 and Tshz3 are obesity susceptibility genes (Locke et al., 2015; Smemo et al., 

2014). We also dissected obesity and hibernation subcircuits for Pou6f2 (Glastonbury et al., 

2016) in neural, adipose, and skeletal muscle (Figure S5). We applied this approach across 

our data, identifying candidate obesity and hibernation genetic circuits for different cell 

types (Table S5).
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To further uncover upstream regulatory mechanisms acting on obesity and hibernation 

genetic circuits, we determined whether specific regulatory protein-binding site motifs are 

significantly enriched in hibernator pARs near obesity susceptibility genes by applying the 

PWMenrich R package and Clover method (Frith et al., 2004) to the DNA sequences for 

each hibernator. We tested for motif enrichments relative to human DNA sequence derived 

from conserved regions near obesity susceptibility genes. Our analysis found significantly 

enriched regulatory protein-binding site motifs in the hibernator pARs for each hibernating 

species (FDR 5%; Table S5). A Venn diagram analysis comparing the top enriched protein 

motifs for the four hibernators revealed that 85% of the top enriched regulatory proteins 

(FDR 10%) are found in 2 or more hibernators, including 13 found in all four hibernators 

(Table S5). We therefore found top candidate upstream regulatory proteins controlling 

genetic circuits for obesity and hibernation.

Finally, we identified ENCODE annotated elements in the human genome impacted by 

hibernator pARs and compared relative enrichments in different element classes to the 

background non-hibernator conserved regions (Figure 6A). Human homologs of hibernator 

pARs are located in known enhancers (H3K27ac+, HeK4me1+/H3K27ac+), promoters 

(proximal H3K4me3+, promoter 2k), transcription factor binding sites, and other functional 

elements (Figure 6A). Hibernator pARs are disproportionately located within distal 

noncoding elements compared to the background conserved regions and under-represented 

in coding exons and promoter regions (Figure 6A). Many of the conserved elements 

impacted by hibernator pARs (60%; Figure 6B) and hibernator pARs at obesity 

susceptibility genes (57%; Figure 6C) remain unclassified. Indeed, only seven hibernator 

pARs are located in VISTA annotated enhancers: two are associated with the IRX3 gene in 

the FTO obesity risk locus (vista IDs: 1211 and 1651). Six hibernator pARs overlap 

hypothalamus expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) identified by the Genotype-Tissue 

Expression Consortium. Finally, we ascertained the biochemical activity patterns of human 

homologs of hibernator pARs across different human tissues (Figure 6D). The data show 

statistically significant enrichments for specific histone modifications in a tissue-dependent 

manner (Figure 6D). Thus, human homologs of hibernator pARs are enriched for putative 

functional elements in different tissues, but many are in conserved elements not yet 

functionally characterized.

Parallel Coding Changes in Obesity GWA Genes Are Relatively Rare, Implicating 
Noncoding Mechanisms in the Evolution of Hibernation-Linked Obesity Phenotypes

It is unclear whether noncoding or coding changes are likely to play the major roles in the 

development of altered obesity and metabolic phenotypes in hibernators. Above, we found 

that 30.7% of hibernator pARs are located in coding regions, suggesting that parallel amino 

acid changes might occur for some proteins in hibernators at sites conserved in non-

hibernators. We found 184 genes with hibernator pARs predicted to cause amino acid 

changes in 2 or more hibernators at non-hibernator conserved sites (Table S6). Because 

pARs indicate nucleotide sequence changes in a 50-bp conserved region, they do not 

necessarily indicate that the same amino acid residue is changed in hibernators in a coding 

region. An analysis of amino acid changes in hibernator pARs revealed divergent amino acid 

changes, in which the same site changed to different amino acids in different hibernators 
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(Figure 7A), as well as convergent changes, in which the same site changed to the same 

amino acid in multiple hibernators (Figure 7B). Divergent and convergent changes in 2 or 

more hibernators occurred for 31% (230) and 25% (184) of coding hibernator pARs, 

respectively. The remaining 44% of coding pARs either resulted in changes to different 

codons in the 50-bp region or caused parallel synonymous changes.

Having identified parallel coding changes in the hibernators compared to non-hibernators, 

we tested whether obesity GWA genes are impacted. Remarkably, only a single obesity 

GWA gene, Lrp1b (low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1B), has either 

convergent or divergent parallel amino acid changes in hibernators (Table S6). This result 

suggests that parallel changes are rare for hibernators in the coding regions of obesity GWA 

genes. Indeed, a chi-square analysis comparing the proportion of coding versus noncoding 

hibernator pARs linked to obesity GWA genes revealed a significant enrichment for 

noncoding pARs and a relative under-representation of coding pARs (p = 9.8 × 10–16; 

Figure 7C). These results suggest especially important roles for cis elements near obesity 

GWA genes in shaping hibernation-related phenotypes. Moreover, we found that non-

hibernator conserved regions are also significantly enriched near obesity GWA genes (Figure 

7D), which indicates evolutionary constraint on many cis elements in these regions of the 

mammalian genome. These effects were not observed for PWS DE genes, which instead 

showed relative enrichments for pARs and conserved regions in coding regions (Figure S6). 

Overall, our data support a major role for cis-regulatory mechanisms in controlling 

hibernation and obesity phenotypes, particularly at obesity risk genes found through human 

GWASs.

DISCUSSION

Hibernation has arisen independently in several mammalian lineages, though the 

mechanisms involved are poorly understood. Most studies have focused on understanding 

adult hibernator physiology and protein coding changes. We found putative cis-regulatory 

elements conserved across non-hibernating homeotherms and accelerated in hibernators due 

to selection. We uncovered pARs shared across distantly related hibernators, revealing 

candidate cis-regulatory elements for controlling mammalian hibernation phenotypes. 

Hibernator pARs are disproportionately located near known human obesity susceptibility 

genes compared to random conserved regions in the genome, non-parallel hibernator ARs or 

homeotherm pARs. Our analyses also reveal TADs in the mammalian genome with an 

excess of hibernator pARs, which implicates functional units of genes and regulatory 

elements in the development of hibernation, such as the TAD encompassing the FTO obesity 

susceptibility locus. Hibernator pARs include changes in regulatory protein-binding site 

motifs conserved in the genomes of non-hibernators. This allowed us to construct candidate 

genetic circuits in different tissues for controlling obesity and hibernation. This shows the 

strength of combining comparative phylogenomics with human genetics data to find 

candidate cis-regulatory mechanisms for specific clinical phenotypes. These findings lay 

foundations for targeted functional studies of individual cis elements and genetic circuits to 

elucidate noncoding mechanisms controlling obesity, hypometabolic states, and feeding 

behaviors.
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Parallel Hibernator ARs Reveal Candidate Cis-Regulatory Mechanisms Controlling Obesity

Obesity is an epidemic impacting ~30% of the world’s population, and the etiology is 

complex. Obesity can arise due to altered impulsivity, satiety, meal frequency, food choice, 

reward seeking, activity, and anxiety responses (Hruby and Hu, 2015; Rowland et al., 2008). 

Obesity can also be influenced by physiological traits, including metabolic rate, 

inflammation, BMI, and predispositions to adiposity (Hruby and Hu, 2015; Singla et al., 

2010). Strikingly, obesity risks are strongly influenced by developmental factors rather than 

adult lifestyle choices (Reynolds et al., 2015). We expect many elements impacted by 

hibernator pARs to function during development to shape obesity and hibernation-related 

phenotypes (Booker et al., 2016; Eckalbar et al., 2016). We expect this because many human 

(Capra et al., 2013) and bat ARs are developmental enhancers (Booker et al., 2016; Eckalbar 

et al., 2016). Moreover, we found human homologs of hibernator pARs are frequently active 

in fetal tissues, suggesting roles in development. Indeed, the development of new 

morphological, physiological, and behavioral phenotypes frequently involves changes to 

developmental cis-regulatory architecture rather than protein-coding changes (Carroll, 2008; 

Wray, 2007). The field is working to understand the genetic circuits that create different 

phenotypes (Booker etal., 2016; Erwin and Davidson, 2009). Studies of hibernation have 

predominantly focused on adults (Carey et al., 2003; Geiser, 2004; Jastroch et al., 2016). 

Fewer have investigated the developmental origins of hibernation. Our study reveals relevant 

and developmentally active cis-regulatory elements and genetic circuits, supporting further 

work in this area.

The mouse will be an effective genetic model organism for future functional studies and 

targeted genome/epigenome editing of the cis elements we uncovered. Mice exhibit short 

bouts of daily torpor that can be induced by food restriction or high foraging costs 

(Heldmaier et al., 2004; Schubert et al., 2010); its phenotype is intermediate to hibernation 

and homeothermy, and perturbing the conserved elements and circuits we uncovered could 

result in informative changes to obesogenic phenotypes and torpor. Top candidate elements 

for future studies are hibernator pARs in the FTO-IRX3-IRX5 locus. This locus is the 

strongest genetic risk factor for human obesity (Yang et al., 2017). Genes in this region have 

functions in regulating impulsivity, food intake, reward, and dopamine signaling (Castellini 

et al., 2017; Chuang et al., 2015; Hess et al., 2013; Karra et al., 2013; Sevgi et al., 2015), 

adipocyte development (Claussnitzer et al., 2015a; Landgraf et al., 2016; Smemo et al., 

2014; Yang et al., 2017), and hypothalamic functions (Smemo et al., 2014; Yang et al., 

2017). However, the regulatory architecture of the FTO TAD is complex, and important cis 
elements have yet to be discovered (Claussnitzer et al., 2015a; Smemo et al., 2014). 

Dissecting the cis-regulatory logic of the FTO TAD is not only important for understanding 

obesity but also for age-related brain atrophy (Ho et al., 2010). Thus, learning how 

hibernator versus non-hibernator variants of pARs shape different phenotypes through 

changes to the expression of genes in the FTO TAD may illuminate how this locus shapes 

disease risks. Overall, although large GWASs have uncovered important genomic loci for 

controlling obesity (Speliotes et al., 2010; Locke et al., 2015), the resolution of these studies 

is limited, and it remains challenging to identify discrete cis-regulatory elements controlling 

obesity. Our study shows the power of combining comparative genomics with large-scale 

human genetics to help solve this problem.
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Candidate Noncoding Mechanisms Underlying the Evolution of Hibernation

The origins of mammalian hibernation are debated. For most lineages, it is unclear whether 

obligate hibernation, daily torpor, or homeothermy (non-hibernating/stable body 

temperature) are ancestral or derived traits (Geiser, 2008; Grigg et al., 2004; Lovegrove et 

al., 2014; Nowack and Dausmann, 2015). Most mammals exhibit some capacity for a 

hypometabolic state even without major changes to body temperature, which helps manage 

the high energetic costs of endothermy (Heldmaier et al., 2004). The capacity for 

hypometabolism may be a basic property of mammalian physiology, and hibernation may be 

an extreme extension of this trait (Geiser, 1998; Heldmaier et al., 2004). Our data show that 

genomic elements conserved in non-hibernating homeotherms underwent parallel 

accelerated evolution in distant hibernators, which suggests hibernation is a derived rather 

than ancestral trait in these lineages. Our findings suggest that these elements are involved in 

hibernation adaptations. They (1) are accelerated in hibernators primarily due to selection, 

(2) are disproportionately parallel in species that independently evolved hibernation, and (3) 

are enriched near obesity susceptibility loci. Targeted functional studies could determine 

how these elements affect gene expression, when and where they are active, and the nature 

of phenotypes they control. We prospectively linked pARs to genes based on proximity; 

however, long-range regulatory contacts are frequent and more detailed chromatin 

conformation studies could determine how pARs regulate gene expression. One could swap 

endogenous hibernator DNA sequence for the conserved non-hibernator sequence (or vice 

versa) and test for gene expression differences. New CRISPR-based methods that permit 

multiplex epigenome editing will facilitate the functional dissection of the genetic circuits 

impacted by hibernator pARs (Carleton et al., 2017). The cis elements we uncovered near 

obesity susceptibility loci could shape obesity-related phenotypes. Obesity, hypometabolic, 

and torpor states are linked to foraging costs and food intake (Heldmaier et al., 2004; 

Schubert et al., 2010). Thus, some pARs could regulate behavior patterns and metabolic 

rates. Parallel evolutionary effects may occur at the level of pathways, genes, or regulatory 

elements. We expect that changes to regulatory elements only partially explain hibernation, 

and changes at pathway and gene levels also play important roles.

STAR☆METHODS

LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be 

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Christopher Gregg (chris.gregg@neuro.utah.edu). This study 

did not generate new unique reagents.

METHOD DETAILS

Identification of ARs in the Target Species—Our study is based on the species 

available in the mm10 vertebrate 60-way UCSC multiple genome alignment file (MAF). 

From the background mammalian species, we identified 50 bp conserved regions using 

PhastCons (Hubisz et al., 2011; Siepel et al., 2005) with the following parameters: 

expected.length = 45, target.coverage = 0.3, rho = 0.31). From these conserved regions, we 

next defined regions accelerated in each of the target species using RPHAST (Hubisz et al., 

2011; Pollard et al., 2010). Statistically significant ARs were defined with a false discovery 
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rate threshold of 10% to define a relatively comprehensive set of elements for analyzing 

parallel ARs. The hibernation versus homeothermic status of the different species in our 

study was confirmed by exhaustive literature searches and only high-confidence species with 

published evidence were included (Table S1).

Assigning pARs to TADs—We used the R package GenomicRanges to assign pARs to 

TADs. We compared the numbers of hibernator and non-hibernator pARs within a given 

TAD to the numbers outside of the TAD with a Chi-square test.

Regulatory Binding Site Motif and Genetic Circuit Analysis—Position weight 

matrices (PWMs) detailing motifs bound by studied transcriptions factors (TFs) (Jolma et 

al., 2013) were accessed through the R package PWMEnrich. We used binding thresholds 

and methods described by Dabrowski et al. to write custom python scripts to find motifs 

altered in our 4 hibernating species relative to guinea pig, human, dog, and elephant 

(Dabrowski et al., 2015). These predicted gained and lost interactions were used to build 

predicted hibernation and obesity circuits (Table S5). Circos plots were created with the R 

package circlize. Multi-alignments were visualized with Seaview.

Analysis of Parallel Coding Changes—We defined coding pARs as those overlapping 

coding regions by >50% using bedtools. We downloaded the corresponding amino acid and 

nucleotide sequences from the UCSC table browser. We focused our study on amino acids 

and nucleotides conserved across 4 non-hibernator species from each clade: guinea pig, 

human, horse, and elephant. We wrote custom R scripts employing the R packages 

‘Biostrings’ and ‘limma’ to identify amino acid and nucleotide changes at these conserved 

positions in the 4 hibernating species. Some of the amino acid changes are ‘divergent’; 

different hibernators have different amino acid substitutions. Other changes are ‘convergent’; 

multiple hibernators have the same amino acid substitution at a non-hibernator conserved 

position. In Table S6, we label amino acid changes found in two or more hibernators as ‘Hib 

Consensus Change AA’. We used the packages biomaRt and ensembldb to assign amino 

acid positions to mouse transcripts and genes and to human proteins and amino acid 

positions.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Genome Quality Control Studies—To determine whether our AR discovery is 

impacted by variations in genome quality, we plotted N50, a measure of genome quality, for 

the various genomes against the fraction of conserved regions that are accelerated in each 

species. With an adjusted R-square value of 0.09, we concluded that variation in genome 

quality is not a significant driver of AR discovery. By plotting the fraction of conserved 

regions against the evolutionary distance (4D neutral model) between an animal and its 

closest relative among the background species, we found a significant relationship (adjust R-

squared = 0.35) between this evolutionary distance and the fraction of conserved regions that 

are accelerated.

Analysis of GC-biased Gene Conversion Versus Adaptive Nucleotide 
Substitutions in Hibernator ARs—We used previously published methods (Kostka et 
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al., 2012) to test for biased gene conversion versus adaptive patterns of nucleotide 

substitutions at ARs. We analyzed the nucleotide substitution patterns in ARs from each 

hibernator relative to the background species. Using RPhast and a likelihood ratio test, we 

compared the log likelihood of two models examining: (1) lineage-specific GC-biased 

substitution rate compared to the background (gBGC model) versus (2) lineage-specific 

increased nucleotide substitutions without GC bias (adaptive model) compared to the 

background. We tested if the difference between log-likelihoods of the adaptive model – the 

GC-biased substitution model is positive, which indicates that adaptive selection is a better 

fitting model. Further, we test whether a model of adaptive selection + GC-biased 

conversion explains significantly more of the variance in nucleotide substitutions compared 

to GC-biased conversion alone. Our test statistic is two times the difference of the log 

likelihood of the two nested models with 1 degree of freedom and is expected to 

asymptotically follow a chi-square distribution. We analyzed the ARs in aggregate rather 

than individually, because we expect that this approach results in more accurate modeling of 

substitution patterns across the ARs than an analysis of the individual 50bp ARs.

Statistical Identification of pARs and Calculation of Observed versus 
Expected Shared ARs—Expected overlaps between two AR sets were calculated as 

follows: Expected Overlap = ((AR1/CR)*(AR2/CR)) * CR where AR1 is the number of 

ARs defined for species 1 and AR2 is the number ARs defined for species2. CR is the 

number of conserved regions common to both animals. In the case of comparisons between 

species in the hibernation study and the homeotherm study; only the 280,154 CRs common 

to both studies and the contained ARs are considered. Similarly, expected overlaps for 3 AR 

sets were calculated as follows: Expected Overlap = ((AR1/CR)*(AR2/CR)(AR3/CR)) * 

CR. The observed overlap is the number ARs shared between species. We used the R 

package SuperExactTest to calculate Expected Overlap and p values for the various overlaps 

and corrected for multiple testing errors using the Benajmini-Hochberg method. To access 

the overall significance of hibernation as a variable impacting interspecies parallel 

accelerated evolution, p values were computed using generalized linear modeling on a 

quasipoisson distribution and likelihood ratio test. The full model where the response 

variable is the observed number of ARs shared between species and the explanatory 

variables are expected overlap, the neutral model distance between species, and the species 

pairing class (hib:hib, home:homeo) was compared to a nested model of the expected 

overlap and the neutral model distance between species, thereby testing the main effect of 

the species pairing.

Statistical Analysis of AR Enrichments at Obesity Susceptibility Genes—ARs 

were assigned to genes based on mm10 annotations using GREAT (McLean et al., 2010). 

We used the basal plus 1 MB extension default settings. Mouse homologs of the human 

obesity genes were determined using the R package biomaRt. Contingency tables for ARs 

and gene sets were analyzed and visualized with the R packages vcd.

Identification of ARs in Human Putative Functional Genomic Elements—To test 

whether ARs are located in putative functional elements in the human and mouse genomes 

and characterize the biochemical activity of these elements, we used publicly available 
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DNase-Seq and ChIP-Seq datasets in the ChIP-Atlas (http://chip-atlas.org). Bedfiles of ARs 

were analyzed for human or mouse biochemically active genomic element enrichment 

effects in different tissues using in silico ChIP (https://chip-atlas.org/enrichment_analysis) 

using the default significance threshold of 100. Enrichments were computed relative to 100x 

random permutations of the input data, according to the in silico ChIP algorithm 

documentation (https://github.com/inutano/chip-atlas/wiki#virtual_chip_doc). A significant 

enrichment effect was thresholded based on q < 0.05, providing an estimated 5% false 

discovery rate for enrichment effects. To identify ARs associated with specific classes of 

biochemically active elements, the bedfiles for particular experiments detailed in the text 

were downloaded from the ChIP-Atlas for the peak call files and are based on a significance 

threshold of q < 1×10−5 for a significant peak. Significant enrichment effects were 

frequently observed for multiple independent experiments annotated for the same cell class 

and biochemical mark in the ChIP-Atlas. In Figure 5C, we show the data for the dataset with 

the maximum enrichment effect compared to random permutations of the data.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

A list of the software and datasets used and associated URLs or accession database IDs are 

provided here:

Software and Databases

1. PHAST and RPHAST: http://compgen.cshl.edu/phast/; http://compgen.cshl.edu/

rphast/

2. BioMart: http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/biomaRt.html

3. VCD: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/vcd/index.html

4. Biostrings: http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/Biostrings.html

5. LOLA: https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/LOLA.html

6. GenomicRanges: https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

GenomicRanges.html

7. MotifDB: http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/MotifDb.html

8. PWMEnrich: http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

PWMEnrich.html

9. Seaview: http://doua.prabi.fr/software/seaview

10. GREAT: http://bejerano.stanford.edu/great/public/html/

11. GALAXY: https://usegalaxy.org

12. Circlize: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/circlize/index.html

13. ChIP-Atlas: http://chip-atlas.org

14. SuperExactTest: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SuperExactTest/

index.html

15. Custom python and R scripts: GREGG Lab - available upon request
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Datasets

1. UCSC mm10 60-way multiple alignment file: http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/

goldenPath/mm10/multiz60way/

2. 60 way mm10 Neutral Model: http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/

mm10/phastCons60way/mm10.60way.phastCons.mod

3. BMI risk loci identified by GWAS (Ghosh and Bouchard, 2017; Locke et al., 

2015; Turcot et al., 2018) – Figure 3

4. PWS DE genes in the hypothalamus (Bochukova et al., 2018) – Figure 3

5. ENCODE hg19 bedfiles for DNase HS (ENCFF751YPI), distal H3K27ac 

(ENCFF786PWS), H3K9ac (ENCFF690JTO), proximal H3K4me3 

(ENCFF140OFS), distal and proximal TF binding sites (ENCFF787QYS), 

proximal H3K4me1 (ENCFF076KTT), USCS hg19 2K promoter table, intron 

table, and coding exon table – Figure 6

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• Discovery of parallel accelerated regions (pARs) in distant hibernators

• Hibernator pARs reveal candidate cis elements regulating obesity

• Identification of obesity and hibernation genetic circuits
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Figure 1. Genome-wide Identification of ARs in Distantly Related Hibernating and Non-
hibernating Mammals
(A) Images and descriptions of the distantly related mammalian hibernators in the UCSC 

mm10-rooted multiple species alignment we tested for accelerated evolution. All four 

species evolved seasonal obesity for hibernation.

(B) Phylogenetic tree of species in the hibernator AR study. Branch lengths are based on the 

4D neutral model. Hibernators are shown in purple, and the non-hibernator background 

species used for conserved region identification is shown in blue. The clades are shown to 

the right. The numbers of ARs found in each hibernator lineage are shown in brackets (FDR 

10%). See Figure S1 for the comparative analysis of non-hibernating homeothermic species.

(C) Hibernator ARs are best explained by adaptive selective effects rather than GC-biased 

gene conversion. The table shows the log likelihood results for statistical models testing for 

significant effects of selection (selection – null), biased gene conversion (bgc – null), and the 

difference between the selection and bgc models (selection – bgc) across all ARs identified 

for each hibernator. The selection and bgc models both yield statistically significant results 

compared to the null hypothesis, but the log likelihood of the selection model is much 

greater in all cases, indicating that this model explains most nucleotide substitutions. ***p < 

1 × 10−100.
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(D) Number of ARs residing in coding versus noncoding background conserved regions for 

each hibernating species.
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Figure 2. Discovery of Significant pARs in Distantly Related Hibernating Mammals
(A) The heatmap shows the results of pairwise testing for significant numbers of shared ARs 

between different hibernating and/or non-hibernating species. The heatmap data are based 

on the log10-scaled Benjamin-Hochberg adjusted p value for the hypergeometric tests, and 

the red line in the legend indicates the threshold for significance (FDR 5%). All pairwise 

comparisons between hibernators are significant.

(B) The flower plot shows the number of pARs identified and significance of the overlap for 

each of the different hibernator species intersections. The statistical significance of each 

intersection is shown by the color of the outer segment of the plot according to the legend. 

All cases are statistically significant (log 10 p value shown; SuperExactTest package in R). 

The number of pARs discovered from each species intersection is indicated by the outer 

numbers and the size of the outer blocks. The species intersected in each comparison is 

shown by colored blocks on the inner region (tenrec, purple; lemur, dark blue; microbat, 
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green; squirrel, light blue). The data show that all two-way and three-way intersections 

between hibernators yield significantly more pARs than expected by chance.

(C and D) The boxplot compares the number of two-way (C) and three-way (D) species 

pARs for the different hibernator (purple) versus non-hibernator (blue) species intersections 

(see Figure S2). The plot shows the number of observed pARs normalized to the number 

expected for each intersection. Hibernators have significantly more two-way and three-way 

pARs than non-hibernators after controlling for evolutionary distance. p values were 

computed using generalized linear modeling on a quasipoisson distribution and likelihood 

ratio test (see STAR Methods).

(E) An example of a significant triplet hibernator pAR. The 50-bp sequence is well 

conserved across non-hibernating mammals from humans to marsupials but significantly 

accelerated in the hibernating squirrel, mouse lemur, and microbat (purple text).
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Figure 3. Hibernator pARs Predominantly Impact Noncoding Elements in the Mammalian 
Genome and Are Disproportionately Enriched Near Obesity Susceptibility Genes
(A and B) The stacked barplot shows the number of coding and noncoding pARs identified 

from 2 or more of the 4 hibernators (A, purple bar; hib ARs) and the number found in 2 or 

more of the seven non-hibernator homeotherms (A, green bar; nonhib ARs). The number of 

ARs that are not parallel and found in individual hibernators is also shown (B). The 

proportion of pARs or ARs in coding (light) versus noncoding (dark) elements is shown by 

shading in each plot (see legend and main text).

(C and D) The mosaic plots show hibernator pARs are significantly enriched near obesity 

risk genes identified from human GWASs. Each box is proportional to the contingency count 

data table of ARs assigned to obesity GWA genes (obesity+) and ARs assigned to other 

genes (obesity–), as well as the subsets of the ARs that are individual hibernator ARs versus 

pARs (C) or non-hibernator pARs versus hibernator pARs (D). The chi-square test is 

significant (p values shown above plot), showing that hibernator AR associations with 
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obesity+ genes depend significantly on whether the ARs are parallel or not (C) and whether 

the ARs are parallel in hibernators versus non-hibernators (D). The mosaic plot also shows 

the chi-square Pearson residuals, indicating the positive (blue) and negative (red) 

associations in the data, and reveal that hibernator pARs (Hib pARs) are positively 

associated with obesity+ genes compared to non-parallel ARs (C) and non-hibernator pARs 

(D).

(E and F) Mosaic plots testing for associations between different classes of ARs and genes 

differentially expressed in the hypothalamus of PWS patients (PWS DE+) versus genes that 

are not (PWS DE–). The data show that AR associations with PWS DE genes significantly 

depend on AR class (E and F; chi-square p values above plots). Hibernator pARs are 

positively associated with PWS DE+ genes (blue), although ARs that are not parallel in 

hibernators (E) or parallel in non-hibernator (F; non-hib pARs) show a negative association 

with PWS DE+ genes (red).

(G) The pie chart shows the proportion of hibernator pARs enriched near obesity GWA 

genes and/or PWS DE genes. The absolute numbers of pARs are shown in brackets.
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Figure 4. Identification of TADs in the Genome with Disproportionate Numbers of Hibernator 
pARs and Discovery that the FTO TAD Is among the Most Enriched Sites
(A) The scatterplot shows the relative numbers of hibernator versus non-hibernator pARs in 

different TADs of the mouse genome. TADs significantly enriched for hibernator pARs are 

shown in purple (chi-square test; q-value < 0.05), those enriched for non-hibernator pARs 

are shown in cyan, and other TADs are shown in black (not significant). For each TAD, the 

numbers of hibernator pARs (y axis) versus non-hibernator pARs (x axis) are shown.

(B) The plot shows the locations of 38 hibernator (hib pARs) and 6 non-hibernator (non-hib 

pARs) pARs in the Fto TAD. The boundaries of the TAD are indicated (gray line). The 

tracks below indicates the DNase I hypersensitivity (DHS) of human homologs of the 

hibernator pARs in different tissues. The data reveal tissue-dependent activity patterns and 

many cis elements active in neural tissue. Multiple hibernator pARs lie in the first intron of 

Fto/FTO near known obesity risk variant sites in the first intron (BMI-associated SNPs: 
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rs1421085 and rs1558902; red track), which can influence the expression of Irx3/IRX3 
through long-range regulatory contacts.
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Figure 5. Hibernator pARs Eliminate and Add Specific Regulatory Protein-Binding Site Motifs, 
Indicating Candidate Genetic Circuits in Different Tissues for Controlling Obesity
(A) This barplot summarizes the number of binding site motifs lost and gained in 2 or more 

hibernators within pARs assigned toobesity GWA genesand PWS DEgenes. Numbers of 

conserved binding site motifs lostare indicated by blue bars, and new motifs gained are 

indicated in red. The data show that motif loss is more frequent than new motif gains and 

that the regulatory proteins with the largest number of motif changes in obesity-linked 

hibernator pARs are POU2F2 and POU6F2.

(B) Lost and gained motif sites in obesity-associated hibernator pARs reveal candidate 

genetic circuits for shaping mammalian obesity and hibernation phenotypes. A circos plot 

shows the genetic circuit linking the regulatory protein, Srf, to the lost Srf binding site 

motifs in hibernator pARs near known obesity risk genes. Connections in the circuit are 
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weighted according to the number of hibernating species showing the parallel motif loss 

(blue lines; see legend for number of hibernators with lost motif site).

(C) The schematic shows human tissue and cell types with DNase I hypersensitive sites that 

overlap hibernator pARs elements more than expected by chance (FDR < 5%; in silico ChIP 

analysis; ChIP-Atlas). The number of DNase I hypersensitive sites that overlap hibernator 

pARs is shown in brackets for each tissue/cell type. *FDR < 0.05; **FDR <0.01; ***FDR < 

0.001; ****FDR <1 × 10−4.

(D) The refined Srf obesity genetic subcircuit for neural tissues was determined by 

integrating information from the analyses in (B) and (C). The subcircuit now includes only 

obesity-linked hibernator pARs with DNase I hypersensitivity in human neural tissue (also 

see Figure S5).
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Figure 6. Hibernator pARs Impact Known and Putative Novel Functional cis-Regulatory 
Elements in the Mammalian Genome
(A) The barplot shows the proportion of hibernator pARs in different classes of human 

genome elements compared to background non-hibernator conserved regions (CRs). 

Hibernator pARs are disproportionally enriched (yellow bars) in distal regulatory elements 

and under-represented (blue bars) in proximal regulatory elements and coding regions 

compared to CRs. Hibernator pARs were converted from mm10to hg 19 coordinates. 2,364 

of the 2,370 hibernator pARs lifted over. These elements were compared to human 

ENCODE DNase-seq and ChIP-seq datasets for biochemical markers of enhancers (distal 

H3K27ac+; distal H3K27ac+/H3K4me1+), transcription factor (TF) binding sites, promoters 

(proximal H3K4me3+; promoter 2k), transcriptionally active H3K9ac+ elements, intronic 

regions, and coding regions.
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(B and C) Pie charts show the number of human homologs of hibernator pARs (B) and the 

subset of hibernator pARs at obesity susceptibility genes (C) that lie within ENCODE 

annotated functional elements in the human genome (Encode, purple). Many hibernator 

pARs impact functionally uncharacterized (unknown, brown) conserved genomic elements.

(D) The heatmap shows human homologs of hibernator pARs are significantly enriched in 

different classes of biochemically active putative functional elements identified in different 

tissues by ChIP-seq in the ChIP-Atlas database. The color indicates fold enrichment (see 

legend). Colored blocks in the heatmap indicate a statistically significant enrichment (FDR < 

5%). White blocks indicate the insignificant enrichments or unavailable datasets.
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Figure 7. Parallel Coding Changes in Hibernators Are Relatively Rare in Obesity GWA Genes 
Compared to Changes to Noncoding cis Elements
(A and B) Examples of parallel coding changes to amino acid sequences in hibernator pARs 

are shown. The two classes of parallel changes detected are divergent changes (A; Nbeal1), 

which involve changing the same non-hibernator conserved amino acid to different residues, 

and convergent changes (B; Lrrfip1), which involve changes to the same residue. 

Hibernators are highlighted by purple text, and non-hibernators from different clades are in 

black text. The exon harboring the hibernator pAR is indicated above the gene models. 

Hibernators with the parallel coding change are indicated by asterisks.

(C) The mosaic plot shows noncoding hibernator pARs are significantly enriched near 

human obesity GWA genes compared to coding pARs. Each box is proportional to the 

contingency count table of obesity GWA genes (obesity+) and other genes (obesity–), and 

subsets of obesity+ and obesity– genes linked to coding versus noncoding hibernator pARs. 

The chi-square test is significant (p values shown above plot), indicating that hibernator pAR 

associations with obesity+ genes depend significantly on whether the pARs are noncoding 

or coding. The mosaic plot also shows the chi-square Pearson residuals, indicating the 

positive (blue) and negative (red) associations in the data, and reveal that noncoding 

hibernator pARs are positively associated with obesity+ genes relative to coding pARs.
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(D) The mosaic plot shows noncoding non-hibernator CRs are significantly enriched near 

human obesity GWA genes compared to CRs in coding sequence.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and Algorithms

PHAST and RPHAST Hubisz et al., 2011 http://compgen.cshl.edu/phast/; http://compgen.cshl.edu/
rphast/

BioMart Bioconductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
biomaRt.html

VCD Meyer et al., 2006 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/vcd/index.html

Biostrings Bioconductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
Biostrings.html

LOLA Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
LOLA.html

GenomicRanges Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
GenomicRanges.html

MotifDB Bioconductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
MotifDb.html

PWMEnrich Bioconductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/
PWMEnrich.html

Seaview Seaview http://doua.prabi.fr/software/seaview

GREAT McLean et al., 2010 http://bejerano.stanford.edu/great/public/html/

Galaxy Galaxy https://usegalaxy.org

Circlize CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/circlize/index.html

ChIP-Atlas Okietal., 2018 http://chip-atlas.org

SuperExactTest CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SuperExactTest/
index.html

Custom python and R scripts Gregg Lab, University of 
Utah

Available upon request

Other

Multiple alignments of 59 vertebrate genomes 
with Mouse

UCSC http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/mm10/
multiz60way/maf/

Multiple alignments of 59 vertebrate genomes 
with Mouse Neutral Model

UCSC http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenpath/mm10/
phastCons60way/mm10.60way.phastCons.mod

BMI risk loci identified by GWAS Ghosh and Bouchard, 
2017; Turcot et al., 2018

N/A

PWS DE genes in the hypothalamus Bochukova et al., 2018 N/A

ENCODE hg19 bedfiles for DNase HS 
(ENCFF751YPI), distal H3K27ac 
(ENCFF786PWS), H3K9ac (ENCFF690JTO), 
proximal H3K4me3 (ENCFF140OFS), distal 
and proximal TF binding sites 
(ENCFF787QYS), proximal H3K4me1 
(ENCFF076KTT), USCS hg19 2K promoter 
table, intron table and coding exon table

UCSC Table Browser https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
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